Abstract
Introduction
As technology shifts into deep submicron sizes, semiconductor designs are increasingly sensitive to all types of variations. Indeed, a study from S. R. Nassif [8] predicts that interconnect parametric variations will soon have the most impact of all variations.
One of the most efficient methods for analyzing interconnect performance is the model order reduction (MOR) method [10] [7] [1] [3] [6] . Recently, several approaches have been proposed to explore statistical model order reduction [5] , which expands moments in both the frequency domain and the varying variable domain. Although these approaches use higher-order approximations than the linear Gaussian model and exhibit acceptable accuracy, they lack analytical closed-form expressions that relate statistical moments to interconnect performance. In consequence, the results from these methods are still preserved in the reducedmodel form in moments; thus it is difficult to extract the delay distribution without Monte Carlo simulation.
Most of the current statistical static timing analysis (SSTA) methods use first-order Gaussian analysis to obtain closed-form timing distributions [4] . However, recent work shows that it is necessary to use nonlinear, asymmetric, and even quadratic random variable forms to achieve the desired accuracy. Therefore, it is crucial to develop an accurate, second-order statistical interconnect timing model which is compatible with current SSTA methods. This paper is targeted precisely at solving this problem. Beginning with the modeling phase, we use quadratic-order random variables (QORV) to properly model non-Gaussian and nonlinear distributions. The most attractive property of QORV is that the distribution can be easily computed. Our algorithm then carefully computes the moments, poles, and residues in QORV. To further map to the statistical delay distributions, we performed a fourth-order expansion on the closed-form waveform expression around the firstorder delay point. As a result, we are able to directly obtain extremely accurate delay information from quadratic order random variable distributions. [11] [13] 2. Background
Interconnect variation modeling
It has been shown that parametric variations include both systematic and random parts. Usually, these variations appear at different scales, such as lot-to-lot, wafer-to-wafer, within-wafer and within-die variations. Of these variations, within-die variation is often much greater than other variations. Some measurements of supposedly identical structures within the same die reveal variations on the order of 15% [2] . Although there are many first-order statistical analysis methods for interconnect, model accuracy may not be guarantee since first-order methods do not consider the non-linear components, especially when variations are large. [12] In Figure 1 , we take an interconnect line with variational geometric parameters as an example when considering the error of the first-order variation model. We take the two variational geometric parameters width and thickness as two random variables. Hence we can express the statistical conductance as g + δg = 1 ρ (w + δw)(h + δh) = 1 ρ (wh + hδw + wδh + δhδw), where 1 ρ is a constant. In the linear first-order variation model, δg = 1 ρ (hδw + wδh), and the non-linear part δhδw is truncated. As the variations δh and δw increase, the errors introduced by the truncation of δhδw increase as well. We see then that the linear variation model does not accurately approximate interconnect variation. In statistics analysis, although width and thickness may be Gaussian variables, the product of the two may not be Gaussian. Therefore, to improve model accuracy, we should use a non-Gaussian model.We assume that there are n random variables which cause system variation. The random variable vector δ ∈ R n×1 is
where Σ w ∈ R n×n is the correlation matrix of δ. Therefore, the electrical parameters -conductance g and capacitance c -can be represented as functions of δ. After secondorder Taylor expansions, we formulate these parameters in quadratic form as
whereg is the mean value; g 0 ∈ R 1×n is the first-order differential constant vector, g 0 (k) = ∂g ∂δ k , k = 1 . . . n; and g 00 ∈ R n×n is the second-order differential constant matrix,
We term these quadratic-order random variables QORV.
[11] [13]
QORV distribution
In this section, we introduce a method to directly calculate the probability density function (PDF) of QORV. For a random variable X, its characteristic function is defined as
where f X (ω) is the PDF of X. The PDF of random variable can be computed from its characteristic function by the transformation
The PDF can be calculated using the Fourier transform method, if the characteristic function is known. The exact characteristic function of QORV
where |Φ| is the determinant of matrix Φ = I −2ixΣ 
Novel algorithm
We present a novel algorithm to formulate the statistical delay in quadratic form using second-order Taylor expansion as Figure 2 is a flow diagram that shows the process of obtaining the QORV delay. First, we compute the QORV moments from the electrical parameters G and C. Then, using Asymptotic waveform evaluation(AWE) [10] moment matching, we obtain the QORV poles from the moments. The QORV zeros may be computed using the moments and poles, and the time domain statistical step response from the poles and zeros. We also calculate the QORV first-order delay from the moments. Furthermore, we derive t 
Experimental results
In this section, we evaluate the error reduction obtained by using a non-Gaussian statistical model with several experiments on a simple H-tree RC circuit, as shown in Figure 3 . First, we demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed algorithm by a comparison with the Monte Carlo method. We then compare QORV delay with scaled Elmore delay method at several sample points. In so doing, we demonstrate the importance of model accuracy in statistical timing analysis. We obtain the correlation matrix from the correlation function as follows:
where r is the user-specified correlation distance constant. We assume a small correlation Σ w (x, y) and a large dis- 
Non-Gaussian statistical model accuracy
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the non-Gaussian statistical model, we performed several tests. We compared the PDFs of QORV delay and the Monte Carlo simulation for variation up to 30% (3σ). The QORV delay PDF was calculated using the method described in the preceding sections. We used 9000 sample points to simulate the PDF for the Monte Carlo method. The PDF comparison for node n 2 in Figure 3 is shown in Figure 4 , which shows that the PDF resulting from the proposed algorithm approaches that from Monte Carlo simulation. In Figure 5 , we show the error distribution for the QORV method with respect to Monte Carlo simulation. The error is within 0.0046% for variation up to 30% (3σ). [11] [13]
Scaled Elmore delay method
In Figure 6 , we compare the delay PDFs from the scaled Elmore delay and quadratic (QORV) methods for variation up to 30% (3σ) at node n 2 in Figure 3 . We see that the QORV method is much more accurate than the scaled Elmore delay method. [11] [13]
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a non-Gaussian closed-form model for statistical interconnect timing. We use the quadratic form to model the interconnect and consequent delay variation in manufacturing. We obtain the first-order delay, QORV poles and QORV delay using closed-form expressions, and directly compute statistical parameters such as mean, variance, and skewness using analytical methods. Finally, testing results on the H-tree RC circuit demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed algorithm. Comparison with the scaled Elmore delay shows that the QORV non-linear model more accurately reflects actual delay. [11] [13] 
